TYPO3 Core - Bug #65867
Ignore typo3/cms package requirement
2015-03-20 15:05 - Mathias Brodala
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Description
Packages may depend on typo3/cms to refer to the TYPO3 CMS core.
But trying to install such a package in the Extension Manager fails:
#1382276561: The package "<extension>" depends on "typo3/cms" which is not present in the system.
This should be fixed until full Composer support is added to the core.
Associated revisions
Revision ff809609 - 2015-09-04 23:50 - Mathias Brodala
[BUGFIX] Support packages depending on typo3/cms
This adds "typo3/cms" to the list of non composer requirements to allow
packages to depend on it (and thus install the core through Composer) and still
be installable in the Extension Manager.
Resolves: #65867
Releases: master, 6.2
Change-Id: I8564f8dff000fa71876c01343411a3155e0c0c92
Reviewed-on: http://review.typo3.org/37974
Reviewed-by: Helmut Hummel <helmut.hummel@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Helmut Hummel <helmut.hummel@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Nicole Cordes <typo3@cordes.co>
Tested-by: Nicole Cordes <typo3@cordes.co>
Revision 3189b03f - 2015-09-04 23:51 - Mathias Brodala
[BUGFIX] Support packages depending on typo3/cms
This adds "typo3/cms" to the list of non composer requirements to allow
packages to depend on it (and thus install the core through Composer) and still
be installable in the Extension Manager.
Resolves: #65867
Releases: master, 6.2
Change-Id: I8564f8dff000fa71876c01343411a3155e0c0c92
Reviewed-on: http://review.typo3.org/43047
Reviewed-by: Nicole Cordes <typo3@cordes.co>
Tested-by: Nicole Cordes <typo3@cordes.co>

History
#1 - 2015-03-20 15:07 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/37974
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#2 - 2015-06-09 10:56 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Status changed from Under Review to Closed
The patch has been abandoned (the code has changed anyways), please see comments in review.
If you think that this is the wrong decision or experience this issue again, then please write to the mailing list typo3.teams.bugs with issue number and
an explanation or open a new ticket and add a relation to this ticket number.
#3 - 2015-09-04 17:48 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Closed to Under Review
Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/37974
#4 - 2015-09-04 23:51 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-2 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/43047
#5 - 2015-09-04 23:51 - Mathias Brodala
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 50 to 100
Applied in changeset ff8096097a1d638657c4c532f59728bcfe31b4fd.
#6 - 2018-10-02 11:45 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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